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Abstract Conceptual blending is a mental process that serves a variety of cognitive purposes, including human creativity. In this line of thinking, human creativity is modeled as
a process that takes different mental spaces as input and combines them into a new mental
space, called a blend. According to this form of combinational creativity, a blend is constructed by taking the commonalities among the input mental spaces into account, to form
a so-called generic space, and by projecting the non-common structure of the input spaces
in a selective way to the novel blended space. Since input spaces for interesting blends are
often initially incompatible, a generalisation step is needed before they can be blended. In
this paper, we apply this idea to blend input spaces specified in the description logic EL++
and propose an upward refinement operator for generalising EL++ concepts. We show
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how the generalisation operator is translated to Answer Set Programming (ASP) in order to
implement a search process that finds possible generalisations of input concepts. The generalisations obtained by the ASP process are used in a conceptual blending algorithm that
generates and evaluates possible combinations of blends. We exemplify our approach in the
domain of computer icons.
Keywords Computational creativity · Conceptual blending · Description logic · Answer
set programming
Mathematics Subject Classification (2010) 07.05.Mh · 89.20.Ff

1 Introduction
The upward refinement—or generalisation—of concepts plays a crucial role in creative
cognitive processes for analogical reasoning and concept invention. In this work we focus
on its role in conceptual blending [25], where one combines two input concepts to invent
a new one. A problem in blending is that the combination of two concepts may generate
an unsatisfiable one due to contradiction, or may not satisfy certain properties. However,
by generalising input concepts, we can remove inconsistencies to find a novel and useful
combination of the input concepts. For instance, a ‘red French sedan’ and a ‘blue German
minivan’ can be blended to a ‘red German sedan’ by generalising the first concept to a ‘red
European sedan’ and the second one to a ‘coloured German car’. The least general generalisation of our input concepts—a ‘coloured European car’—serves as an upper bound
of the generalisation space to be explored, and, in a certain sense, plays the role of the so
called generic space in conceptual blending, which encodes the shared structure of both
concepts.
This paper addresses the formalisation and implementation of such a generalisation
process in the context of the description logic EL++ [5, 7]. The choice of EL++ as the
knowledge representation language for a computational interpretation of the cognitive theory of conceptual blending is motivated by several reasons. First, EL++ is the underpinning
logic of the OWL 2 EL Profile1 , a recommendation of the W3C, and, therefore, a wellunderstood and commonly used knowledge representation formalism. Second, EL++ offers
a good tradeoff between expressiveness and efficiency of reasoning and is considered to be
sufficiently expressive to model large real-world ontologies, specially in the bio-medical
domains [17, 44]. Finally, subsumption of concepts w.r.t. an EL++ TBox is computable in
polynomial time [5], and therefore of special interest for a tractable real-world implementation of conceptual blending. Indeed, a nontrivial problem of conceptual blending is that
there usually exists a considerable number of possible combinations for the blend creation
that are inconsistent or otherwise not interesting (see e.g., [24]). These combinations need
to be evaluated. Our EL++ -based formalisation of conceptual blending suggests that these
combinations, leading to the blends, can be evaluated against the entailment of some properties, modelled as ontology consequence requirements. The nice computational properties
of EL++ facilitate this kind of evaluation since entailment in EL++ is not computationally
hard.
1 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-profiles/,

accessed 26/11/2015.
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The generalisation of EL++ concepts has been studied both in the Description Logic
(DL) and in the Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) literature, although from different perspectives. Whilst approaches in DL focus on formalising the computation of a least general
generalisation (LGG) (also known as least common subsumer) among different concepts as
a non-standard reasoning task [2, 6, 47], approaches in ILP are concerned on learning DL
descriptions from examples [36].
In both cases, however, finding a LGG is a challenging task. Its computability depends
on the type of DL adopted and on the assumptions made over the structure of concept
definitions.
Our work relates to these approaches, but our main motivation for generalising DL concepts is intrinsically different. Although we do need to be aware of what properties are
shared by the concepts in order to blend them, it is not necessary (though desirable) to
find a generic space that is also a LGG. A minimally specific common subsumer w.r.t.
the subconcepts that can be built using the axioms in a Tbox will suffice. With this objective in mind, we propose an upward refinement operator for generalising EL++ concepts
which is inductively defined over the structure of concept descriptions. We discuss some of
the properties typically used to characterise refinement operators; namely, local finiteness,
properness and completeness [48].2 Particularly, our operator is locally finite and proper,
but it is not complete. As a consequence, it cannot generate all the possible generalisations
of an EL++ concept. As we shall discuss, we sacrifice completeness for finiteness (since
we do not need to compute a LGG, strictly speaking), but we need the applications of the
operator to always terminate at each refinement step.
As far as the implementation of the operator is concerned, we state the problem of finding a generic space of EL++ concepts as a planning problem. This involves finding a
sequence of generalisations with conditional effects to reach the generic space. This is natural, because modifying EL++ concepts underlies certain conditional rules. These rules are
ultimately defined through the upward cover set which is generated within the generalisation operator definitions (see Definitions 6 and 7). It is well-known that planning problems
are inherently non-monotonic because of the inertia assumption. That is, one assumes that
world properties, in this case parts of EL++ concept descriptions, persist unless there is
evidence that they changed. The ‘unless there is evidence’ condition implies the use of
Negation as Failure (NaF). To this end, we adopt the nonmonotonic logic programming
paradigm of Answer Set Programming (ASP) [28].3
To implement the upward refinement operator and generic space search, we employ the
incremental solving capabilities of clingo [26], an advanced ASP solver, to find a generic
space among two EL++ input concepts. The ASP search is embedded in an amalgambased process that models conceptual blending. We present a conceptual blending algorithm

2 Briefly,

a refinement operator is said to be locally finite when it generates a finite set of refinements
at each step; proper, when its refinements are not equivalent to the original concept, and complete,
when it produces all possible refinements of a given concept. These property are formally presented in
Section 2.2.

3 The

planning problem could also have been encoded in SAT. There are many approaches to realize NaF
and non-monotonicity for SAT, with circumscription [38] probably being the most prominent method. In this
sense, the computational complexity is equivalent with the one of ASP. However, since NaF is already an
inherent part of ASP, we found the use of ASP more straightforward. This is also in-line with recent trends
in Commonsense Reasoning about Action and Change, where ASP is commonly used to solve planning
problems (see e.g., [20, 21, 34, 37]).
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that uses the generalisations found by the ASP-based search process to create new blended
concepts. New concepts are evaluated by means of ontology consequence requirements and
a heuristics function. Throughout the paper, we use an example in the domain of computer
icon design.
This paper is an extended and revised version of [16]. It now contains a formal definition and analysis of the refinement operator properties (Propositions 1-3 and Theorem 1),
an extension of the operator definition to deal with infinite chain of generalisations, the
complete implementation of the operator in ASP, and a blending algorithm.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides the background
knowledge to make this paper self-contained. Section 3 describes how conceptual blending can be used to design new computer icons modeled in EL++ . Section 4 proposes
the formalisation of a refinement operator for generalising EL++ concepts. In Section 5,
the implementation of the operator and the ASP incremental encoding, which models the
generic space search, are presented. Section 6 describes an algorithm for conceptual blending. Section 7 outlines several works that relate to ours from different perspectives. Finally,
Section 8 concludes the paper and envisions some future work.

2 Background
In this section we introduce the basic notions that will be used throughout the paper. After
presenting the EL++ description logic, we introduce refinement operators. Then, we provide the definition of amalgams that provides a computational chacterisation of conceptual
blending. We conclude the background with an overview of Answer Set Programming
(ASP) and the incremental solving capabilities of clingo.

2.1 The description logic EL++
In DLs, concept and role descriptions are defined inductively by means of concept and
role constructors over a finite set NC of concept names, a finite set NR of role names, and
(possibly) a finite set NI of individual names. As is common practice, we shall write A,
B for concept names, C, D for concept descriptions, r, s for role names, and a, b, for
individual names.
The semantics of concept and role descriptions is defined in terms of an interpretation
I = (I , ·I ), where I is a non-empty domain and ·I is an interpretation function assigning a set AI ⊆ I to each concept name A ∈ NC , a set r I ⊆ I × I to each role
name r ∈ Nr , and an element a I ∈ I for each individual name a ∈ NI , which is
extended to general concept and role descriptions. The upper part of Table 1 shows the constructors of the description logic EL++ that are relevant for this paper, together with their
interpretation. For a complete presentation of EL++ we refer to [5, 7].
A knowledge base usually consists of a finite set T of terminological axioms, called
TBox, which contains intensional knowledge defining the main notions relevant to the
domain of discourse; and a finite set A of assertional axioms, called ABox, which contains
extensional knowledge about individual objects of the domain. In this paper, we focus only
on terminological axioms of the form C  D, i.e. general concept inclusions (GCIs), and
r1 ◦ · · · ◦ rn  r, i.e. role inclusions (RIs), as well as axioms specifying domain and range
restrictions for roles. The lower part of Table 1 shows the form of these axioms, together
with the condition for these to be satisfied by an interpretation I . By L(T ) we refer to
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Table 1 Syntax and semantics
of some EL++ contructors and
axioms

Concept description Interpretation
A

AI ⊆ I



I

⊥
C

∅
D

∃r.C

(Note: ‘;’ is the usual
composition operator in relation
algebra)

C I ∩ DI
{x ∈ I | ∃y ∈ I .(x, y) ∈ r I ∧ y ∈ C I }

Axiom

Satisfaction

CD

C I ⊆ DI

C≡D

C I = DI

r 1 ◦ · · · ◦ rn  r

r1I ; · · · ; rnI ⊆ r I

domain(r)  C

r I ⊆ C I × I

range(r)  C

r I ⊆ I × C I

the set of all EL++ concept descriptions we can form with the concept and role names
occurring in T .
RIs allow one to specify role hierarchies (r  s) and role transitivity (r ◦ r  r). The
bottom concept ⊥, in combination with GCIs, allows one to express disjointness of concept
descriptions, e.g., C D  ⊥ tells that C and D are disjoint. An interpretation I is a
model of a TBox T iff it satisfies all axioms in T . The basic reasoning task in EL++ is
subsumption. Given a TBox T and two concept descriptions C and D, we say that C is
(strictly) subsumed by D w.r.t. T , denoted as C T D (C T D), iff C I ⊆ D I (C I ⊆ D I
and C I = D I ) for every model I of T . We write C ≡T D as an abbreviation for C T D
and D T C. Analogously, given two roles r, s ∈ Nr , we say that r is (strictly) subsumed
by s w.r.t. T , denoted as r T s (r T s), iff r I ⊆ s I (r I ⊆ s I and r I  = s I ) for every
model I of T .

2.2 Refinement operators
Refinement operators are a well known notion in Inductive Logic Programming where
they are used to structure a search process for learning concepts from examples. In this
setting, two types of refinement operators exist: specialisation (or downward) refinement
operators and generalisation (or upward) refinement operators. While the former constructs
specialisations of hypotheses, the latter contructs generalisations.
Generally speaking, refinement operators are defined over quasi-ordered sets. A quasiordered set is a pair S ,  where S is a set and  is a binary relation among elements of
S that is reflexive (a  a) and transitive (if a  b and b  c then a  c). If a  b, we
say that b is more general than a, and if also b  a we say that a and b are equivalent. A
generalisation refinement operator is defined as follows.4
Definition 1 A generalisation refinement operator γ over a quasi-ordered set S ,  is a
set-valued function such that ∀a ∈ S : γ (a) ⊆ {b ∈ S | a  b}.

4A

deeper analysis of refinement operators can be found in [48].
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A refinement operator γ can be classified according to some desirable properties [48].
We say that γ is:
–
–
–

locally finite, if the number of generalisations generated for any given element by the
operator is finite, that is, ∀a ∈ S : γ (a) is finite;
proper, if an element is not equivalent to any of its generalisations, i.e., ∀a, b ∈ S , if
b ∈ γ (a), then a and b are not equivalent;
complete, if there are no generalisations that are not generated by the operator, i.e.,
∀a, b ∈ S it holds that if a  b, then b ∈ γ ∗ (a) (where γ ∗ (a) denotes the set of all
elements which can be reached from a by means of γ in zero or a finite number of
steps).

When a refinement operator is locally finite, proper, and complete it is said to be
ideal. An ideal specialisation refinement operator for EL has been explored in [35].
In this paper, we define a generalisation refinement operator for EL++ and study its
properties.

2.3 Computational concept blending by amalgams
The process of conceptual blending can be characterised in terms of amalgams [40], a
notion that has its root in case-based reasoning and focuses on the problem of combining
solutions coming from multiple cases in search-based approaches to reuse and that has also
been used to model analogy [9]. According to this approach, input concepts are generalised
until a generic space is found, and pairs of generalised versions of the input concepts are
‘combined’ to create blends.
Formally, the notion of amalgams can be defined in any representation language
L for which a subsumption relation between formulas (or descriptions) of L can be
defined, and therefore also in L(T ) with the subsumption relation T for a given EL++
TBox T .
Definition 2 Given two descriptions C1 , C2 ∈ L(T ):
–

–

A most general specialisation (MGS) is a description Cmgs such that Cmgs T C1 and
Cmgs T C2 and for any other description D such that D T C1 and D T C2 , then
D T Cmgs .
A least general generalisation (LGG) is a description Clgg such that C1 T Clgg and
C2 T Clgg and for any other description D such that C1 T D and C2 T D, then
Clgg T D.

Intuitively, a MGS is a description that has all the information from both the original descriptions C1 and C2 , while a LGG contains that which is common to them. Depending on the
structure of T , it is not always possible to find a least general generalisation. Thus, the
definition of Clgg is relaxed as follows.
Definition 3 Given two descriptions C1 , C2 ∈ L(T ), a common generalisation is a
description Cg such that C1 T Cg and C2 T Cg .
An amalgam of two descriptions is a new description that contains parts from these
original descriptions. For instance, an amalgam of ‘a red French sedan’ and ‘a blue German
minivan’ could be ‘a red German sedan;’ clearly, there are always multiple possibilities for
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a

b

Fig. 1 Two diagrams of an amalgam Cam from descriptions C1 and C2 with generalisations C1 and C2 .
Arrows indicate the subsumption of the target by the source of the arrow

amalgams, like ‘a blue French minivan’. For the purposes of this paper we can define an
amalgam of two descriptions as follows.
Definition 4 (Amalgam) Let T be an EL++ TBox. A description Cam ∈ L(T ) is an amalgam of two descriptions C1 and C2 (with common generalisation Cg ) if there exist two
descriptions C1 and C2 such that:
1.
2.
3.

C1 T C1 T Cg ,
C2 T C2 T Cg , and
Cam is a MGS of C1 and C2

This definition is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the common generalisation of the inputs
is indicated as Cg , and the amalgam Cam is the MGS of two concrete generalisations C1
and C2 of the inputs. Notice that Cg used to define the amalgam does not need to be a
least general generalisation. Although having a least general generalisation is desirable, a
common generalisation of the inputs will suffice.
In Section 4, we define an upward refinement operator that allows us to find generalisations of EL++ concept descriptions needed for computing the amalgams as described
above. We may generalise concepts C1 and C2 beyond the LGG but we need to do this to
guarantee termination, as we shall explain. We implement the operator and the search for
generalisation in Answer Set Programming (ASP) [28]. To this end, we provide some basic
notions about ASP in the next section.

2.4 Answer Set Programming
ASP is often used for deliberation of autonomous systems (e.g., [19, 22]) and other forms
of logical reasoning, such as epistemic or abductive inference [20], decision making
under uncertainty [14], and preference reasoning [13]. In this work, we explore its use for
Computational Creativity and logical theory generalisation. An ASP program is similar to a
PROLOG program in that it is non-monotonic, takes logic programming style Horn clauses
as input, and uses negation-as-failure (NaF). However, instead of using [32]’s SLDNF resolution semantics as in PROLOG, it employs [29]’s Stable Model Semantics, which makes
it truly declarative, i.e., the order in which ASP rules appear in a logic program does not
matter. Furthermore, the Stable Model Semantics has the advantage that Answer Set Programs always terminate, while PROLOG programs do not. For example, given a program
p ← not q. and q ← not p., asking whether p holds results in an infinite loop for
PROLOG, while ASP returns two stable models as solution, namely the sets {p} and {q}.
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An ASP program consists of a set of rules, facts and constraints. Its solutions are called
Stable Models (SM). In this paper we only consider so-called normal rules [8], which are
written as:
a0 ← a1 , . . . , aj , not aj +1 , . . . , not an

(1)

in which a1 , ..., an are atoms and not is negation-as-failure. When n = 0 the rule
a0 ← is known as a fact and the ← is omitted. A constraint is a rule of the form
← a1 , . . . , aj , not aj +1 , . . . , not an . Constraints are rules that are used to discard some
models of a logic program.
The models of an ASP program are defined according to the stable model semantics.
The stable semantics is defined in terms of the so-called Gelfond-Lifschitz reduction [29].
Let LP be the set of atoms in the language of a normal logic program P , then for any set
M ⊆ LP , the Gelfond-Lifschitz reduction P M is the definite logic program obtained from
P by deleting:
(i)
(ii)

each rule that has a formula not a in its body with a ∈ M, and
all formulæ of the form not a in the bodies of the remaining rules.

P M does not contain not and M is called a stable model of P if and only if M is the
minimal model of P M . A stable model M of an ASP program P contains those atoms that
satisfy all the rules in the program and, consequently, represent a solution of the problem
that represents.
ASP is interesting not only because can capture complex knowledge representation problems, but also because efficient ASP implementations exists. In particular, the clingo solver
[26] offers a step-oriented, incremental approach that allows us to control and modify an
ASP program at run-time, without the need of restarting the grounding the solving process
from scratch. To this end, a program is partitioned into a base part, describing the static
knowledge independent of a step parameter t, a cumulative part, capturing knowledge accumulating with increasing t, and a volatile part specific for each value of t. The grounding
and integration of these subprograms into the solving process is completely modular and
controllable from a scripting language such as Python.
The ASP implementation in this paper follows this methodology of specifying and solving a problem incrementally. For further details about incremental solving, we refer to [27]
in which several examples can be found.

3 Conceptual blending of computer icons
To exemplify our approach, we take the domain of computer icons into account. We consider
computer icons as combinations of signs, such as Document, MagnifyingGlass, HardDisk
and Pen that are described in terms of meanings [15]. Meanings convey actions-in-the-world
or object-types.
Figure 2 shows the concept names defined in the ComputerI con ontology and their
relations. In what follows, concept names are capitalised (e.g., Sign) and role names are not
(e.g., hasMeaning). We assume that a TBox T consists of two parts: one part that contains
the background knowledge about the icon domain Tbk , and another part that contains the
domain knowledge about icon definitions Tdk . Tbk contains the following axioms:
αbk1 :
αbk2 :

Action  Meaning
ObjectType  Meaning
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Fig. 2 The ComputerIcon ontology, showing the concept names and their relation

αbk3 :
αbk4 :
αbk5 :
αbk6 :
αbk7 :
αbk8 :
...
αbk14 :

Search  Action
Edit  Action
HardDrive  ObjectType
Doc  ObjectType
Action ObjectType  ⊥
Search Edit  ⊥

...
HardDrive

Doc  ⊥

Axioms αbk1 -αbk6 capture the different meanings associated with signs; axioms αbk7 -αbk14
model the disjointness among all Action and ObjectType concepts defined in the ontology. Signs are associated with a meaning. This is modeled by the hasMeaning role in the
following axioms:
αbk15 :
αbk16 :
αbk17 :
αbk18 :
αbk19 :
...
αbk25 :

MagnifyingGlass ≡ Sign ∃hasMeaning.Search
HardDisk ≡ Sign ∃hasMeaning.HardDrive
Pen ≡ Sign ∃hasMeaning.Edit
Document ≡ Sign ∃hasMeaning.Doc
MagnifyingGlass HardDisk  ⊥

...
Pen

Document  ⊥

A sign is associated with a meaning. For instance, MagnifyingGlass is associated with
Search to describe that it conveys the action of looking for something. Sign concepts
are disjoint (αbk19 -αbk25 ). Signs are related by spatial relationships such as isAboveIn,
isAboveInLeft, isAboveInRight, isUpIn, isUpLeft, isUpRight, isDownIn, isDownLeft, and
isDownRight. Spatial relationships are modelled as roles.
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Fig. 3 Blending the SearchHardDisk and EditDocument icon concepts into a new concept representing a
search-in-document icon. Sign’s meanings are not represented

αbk26 : isAboveIn  isInSpatialRelation
αbk27 : isAboveLeft  isInSpatialRelation
αbk28 : isAboveRight  isInSpatialRelation
... ...
αbk37 : isDownRight  isInSpatialRelation
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that icons are modelled according to a canonical form.
Axioms describing icon concepts are of the form IconName ≡ C ∃r.D, where r is a spatial
relation and C, D are concepts that describe signs. Based on this canonical form and on the
axioms above, we modeled some icons as domain knowledge of a TBox.
Example 1 SearchHardDisk is an icon that consists of two signs MagnifyingGlass and
HardDisk, where the MagnifyingGlass sign is above in the middle of the HardDisk sign.
Another icon is EditDocument, where the Pen sign is above on the right of the Document
sign. Both icons are shown in Fig. 3.
αdk1 : SearchHardDisk ≡ MagnifyingGlass ∃isAboveIn.HardDisk
αdk2 : EditDocument ≡ Pen ∃isAboveRight.Document
We consider the above knowledge as a library of icons. We assume that the library is managed and used by a computer icon design tool. The tool accepts a query as input and retrieves
those icons that satisfy certain properties. For instance, a query asking for an icon with the
meaning of searching in a hard-disk will retrieve the SearchHardDisk concept. In contrast,
a query asking for an icon with the meaning of searching in a document does not return any
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result. In such a case, the tool tries to answer the query by running a conceptual blending
algorithm.
Intuitively, the conceptual blending algorithm works as follows. Given two input concepts, the algorithm tries to create new concepts that can satisfy the query. New concepts are
created by taking the commonalities and some of their specifics into account (Fig. 3). For
instance, both SearchHardDisk and EditDocument are icons that consist of two signs related
by a spatial relation (the generic space). Then, if we keep the MagnifyingGlass concept
from SearchHardDisk and the Document concept from EditDocument, and we generalise the
HardDisk and Pen concepts and the role isAboveRight, we can blend the generalised input
concepts of SearchHardDisk and EditDocument into a new concept representing an icon
whose meaning is to search in a document.
MagnifyingGlass

∃isAboveIn.Document

In this paper, we show how the above concept generation description can be computationally
realised by two processes. An ASP-based implementation that generalises EL++ concept
descriptions and finds a generic space; and a procedural implementation that generates and
evaluates the blended concepts. First, we introduce a refinement operator for generalising
an EL++ concept.

4 A generalisation refinement operator for EL++
In any description logic the set of concept descriptions are ordered under the subsumption relation forming a quasi-ordered set. For EL++ in particular they form a bounded
meet-semilattice with conjunction as meet operation,  as greatest element, and ⊥ as least
element.5 In order to define a generalisation refinement operator for EL++ , we need some
auxiliary definitions.
Definition 5 Let T be an EL++ TBox. The set of subconcepts of T is given as

sub(T ) = {, ⊥} ∪
sub(C) ∪ sub(D)

(2)

CD∈T

where sub is inductively defined over the structure of concept descriptions as follows:
sub(A) = {A}
sub(⊥) = {⊥}
sub() = {}
sub(C

D) = {C

D} ∪ sub(C) ∪ sub(D)

sub(∃r.C) = {∃r.C} ∪ sub(C)

Based on sub(T ), we define the upward cover set of atomic concepts and roles. sub(T )
guarantees the following upward cover set to be finite.6
5A

bounded meet-semilattice is a partially ordered set which has a meet (or greatest lower bound) for any
nonempty finite subset.

6 We

assume that T is finite.
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Definition 6 Let T be an EL++ TBox with concept names from NC . The upward cover set
of an atomic concept A ∈ NC ∪ {, ⊥} and of a role r ∈ NR with respect to T is given as:
UpCov(A) := {C ∈ sub(T ) | A T C

(3)

and there is no C  ∈ sub(T )

such that A T C  T C}
UpCov(r) := {s ∈ NR | r T s

(4)


and there is no s ∈ Nr
such that r T s  T s}
We can now define our generalisation refinement operator for EL++ as follows.
Definition 7 Let T be an EL++ TBox. We define the generalisation refinement operator
γ inductively over the structure of concept descriptions as follows:
γ (A) = UpCov(A)
γ () = UpCov() = ∅
γ (⊥) = UpCov(⊥)
D) = {C  D | C  ∈ γ (C)} ∪ {C D  | D  ∈ γ (D)} ∪ {C, D}

γr (∃r.C) ∪ γC (∃r.C) whenever UpCov(r)  = ∅ or γ (C)  = ∅
γ (∃r.C) =
{}
otherwise.

γ (C

where γr and γC are defined as:
γr (∃r.C) = {∃s.C | s ∈ UpCov(r)}
γC (∃r.C) = {∃r.C  | C  ∈ γ (C)}
Given a generalisation refinement operator γ , EL++ concepts are related by refinement
paths as described next.
Definition 8 A finite sequence C1 , . . . , Cn of EL++ concepts is a concept refinement path
γ
→ Cn from C1 to Cn of the generalisation refinement operator γ iff Ci+1 ∈ γ (Ci ) for
C1 −
all i : 1 ≤ i < n. γ ∗ (C) denotes the set of all concepts that can be reached from C by
means of γ in zero or a finite number of steps.
Proposition 1 The operator γ is a generalisation refinement operator over the set of all
EL++ concepts with the order T .
Proof We need to prove that for every EL++ concept C and every D ∈ γ (C), the subsumtion C T D holds. We do this by induction on the structure of C. If C is a concept name,
, or ⊥, the subsumption holds directly by definition. If C is of the form C1 C2 , we can
assume w.l.o.g. that D is C  C2 for some C  ∈ γ (C1 ). By induction hypothesis, C1 T C 
and hence C1 D T C  D. Finally, if C is of the form ∃r.C1 we have three possible cases.
If UpCov(r)  = ∅, and D is ∃s.C1 for s ∈ UpCov(r) then by definition ∃r.C1 T ∃s.C1 .
If UpCov(C) = ∅, C =  and D must be of the form ∃r.C  with C1 T C  , and hence
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the subsumption holds. In the last case, D is equivalent to , and hence the subsumption
follows trivially.
We now analyse the properties of the generalisation refinement operator γ . Observe
first that our definition of UpCov for basic concepts and roles only considers the set of
subconcepts present in a TBox T . This guarantees that γ is locally finite, since at each
generalisation step, the set of possible generalisations is finite.
Proposition 2 The generalisation refinement operator γ is locally finite.
Proof We prove that for every EL++ concept C, γ (C) is finite by induction on the structure
of C.
For A ∈ NC ∪ {, ⊥}, we have that γ (A) ⊆ sub(T ). Since sub(T ) is finite, the result
immediately holds. For C D, we have that |γ (C D)| ≤ |γ (C)| + |γ (D)|. By induction
hypothesis, the two sets on the right-hand side of this inequality are finite, and hence γ (C
D) must be finite too. Finally, it holds that |γ (∃r.C)| ≤ |UpCov(r)| + |γ (C)|. By the fact
that UpCov(r) ⊆ NR , which is finite, and the induction hypothesis, the result follows.
When generalising concept names and role names, we always ensure that the resulting
concepts are more general (w.r.t. the TBox T ) than the original elements. Unfortunately,
this does not guarantee that γ is proper.
Example 2 Let T := {A  B}. Then, following Definition 7, we have that generalising the
concept A B can yield A . However, both these concepts are equivalent to A w.r.t. T .
Therefore, γ is not proper.
One possible way to avoid this situation, and, therefore, to guarantee the properness of
γ , is to redefine it with an additional semantic test. More precisely, let γ  be defined as:
γ  (C) := γ (C)\{D ∈ γ (C) such that D ≡T C}

(5)

γ

Essentially,
discards those generalisations that are equivalent to the concept being generalised. It is easy to see that γ  is still a finite generalisation refinement operator and it is
proper.
Proposition 3 The generalisation refinement operator γ  is proper.
Proof This proposition trivially follows from (5).
The repetitive application of the generalisation refinement operator allows one to find a
description that represents the properties that two or more EL++ concepts have in common.
This description is a common generalisation of EL++ concepts, the so-called generic space
that is used in conceptual blending.
Definition 9 An EL++ concept description G is a generic space of the EL++ concept
descriptions C1 , . . . , Cn if and only if G ∈ γ ∗ (Ci ) for all i = 1, . . . , n.
Example 3 Let us consider the EL++ concepts EditDocument and SearchHardDisk defined
in Example 1. It can be checked that:
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{(Sign

∃hasMeaning.Action)

∃isInSpatialRelation.(Sign

{(Sign

∃hasMeaning.Action)

∃isInSpatialRelation.(Sign

∃hasMeaning.ObjectType)} ∈ γ ∗ (EditDocument)
∃hasMeaning.ObjectType)} ∈ γ ∗ (SearchHardDisk)

(Sign ∃hasMeaning.Action) ∃isInSpatialRelation.(Sign ∃hasMeaning.ObjectType) is
a generic space (Definition 9) of EditDocument and SearchHardDisk.
Unfortunately, due to the fact that upward cover set we defined only takes subconcepts
already present in the TBox into account, neither γ nor its refinement γ  are complete;
that is, these operators may fail to compute some of the generalisations of a given EL++
concept.
Example 4 Let T := {A  B, A  C}. Then, generalising the concept A yields γ (A) =
{B, C}. However, B C is also a possible generalisation of A w.r.t. T .
More generally, as the following theorem shows, no generalisation refinement operator
over EL++ concepts w.r.t. T can be locally finite, proper, and complete.
Theorem 1 There is no ideal generalisation refinement operator for EL++ concepts.
Proof Consider the TBox T = {A  ∃r.A, ∃r.A  A}, and define the concepts G0 :=
, Gi+1 := ∃r.Gi for all i ≥ 0. Notice first that these concepts form an infinite chain
of generalisations G0 T G1 T G2 T · · · T A. Moreover, every EL++ concept
C with A T C is equivalent (w.r.t. T ) to one such Gi . Let now γ be a locally finite
and proper generalisation refinement operator. Then γ (A) is a finite set of concepts which,
w.l.o.g. we can assume to be of the form {Gi | i ∈ I }, where I is a finite set of indices.
In particular, I contains a maximum index n. Then Gn+1 is strictly more specific than
all elements of γ (A) and cannot be derived by further applications of γ . Thus, γ is not
complete.
Since the generalisation refinement operator is not complete, it cannot guarantee to
find a generic space that is a least general generalisation. Although having a least general
generalisation is desirable, finding a common description, which allows us creating new
EL++ concepts from existing ones by conceptual blending, will suffice.
At this point, we should note, however, that the generalisation refinement operator may
even fail to find a generic space of a set of EL++ concepts. Indeed, as the following example
shows, γ  can produce an infinite chain of generalisations.
Example 5 Let T := {A  ∃r.A, B  }. Then, the generalisation of the concept description B can yield . The generalisation of the concept description A yields the concept
defined as {∃r.∃r. · · · ∃r.A}. A common (trivial) generalisation for A and B is  but it is not
computed by γ  .
Not finding a common generalisation of a set of EL++ concepts is a not a new problem in
the DL literature. Different solutions have been proposed [1, 2, 6, 47, 49]. Typically, some
assumptions are made over the structure of the TBox or a fixed role depth of concepts is
considered. In the following, we adopt the latter view, and we restrict the number of nested
quantifiers in a concept description to a fixed constant k. To this end, we introduce the
definition of role depth of a concept as follows.
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Definition 10 The role depth of an EL++ concept description C is defined as the maximum
number of nested (existential) quantifiers in C:
roleDepth() = roleDepth(A) = 0,
roleDepth(C

D) = max{roleDepth(C), roleDepth(D)},

roleDepth(∃r.C) = roleDepth(C) + 1

Based on the role depth of a concept we modify the definition of the generalisation refinement operator γ  to take a fixed constant k ∈ N>0 of nested quantifiers into account. More
precisely, let γk be defined as γ  , except that for the case of generalising a concept ∃r.C we
set:
⎧
⎨ γr (∃r.C) ∪ γC (∃r.C) if (UpCov(r)  = ∅ or γ (C)  = ∅) and
roleDepth(C) ≤ k,
γk (∃r.C) :=
⎩
{}
otherwise.
The role depth prevents the generalisation refinement operator from generating infinite chains of generalisations. Consequently, it can ensure that a generic space between
EL++ concepts can always be found.
Definition 11 An EL++ concept description Gk is a k-approximation of a generic space of
the EL++ concept descriptions C1 , . . . , Cn if and only if Gk ∈ γk∗ (Ci ) for all i = 1, . . . , n.
Proposition 4 There always exists a k-approximation Gk for any EL++ concept descriptions C1 , . . . , Cn .
Proof The proof of this proposition can be done by noticing that every concept can always
be generalised to  in a finite number of applications of γk . Therefore,  is always a generic
space of any concept descriptions C1 , . . . , Cn .
The role depth not only avoids infinite chains of generalisations, but also provides a
way to maintain the structure of the input concepts in conceptual blending. For instance, by
choosing the value of k as the maximum role depth of the input concepts to be blended, the
operator yields generalisations with a similar role structure.

5 Implementing upward refinement in ASP
We consider an EL++ TBox T that consists of a background knowledge Tbk and a domain
knowledge Tdk . A generic space between EL++ concepts in the domain knowledge is found
by means of an ASP program that generalises Tdk in a step-wise transition process. Since
finding a generic space of n concepts can be reduced to the problem of finding a generic
space between pairs of concepts [3], the ASP program we devise takes two EL++ concepts
into account.
In what follows, we describe how an EL++ TBox T is translated into an ASP representation needed for implementing the generic space search. Table 2 shows the main predicates
used in the ASP implementation.7
7 Disjointness

axioms are not translated to ASP because they are not used in the generalisation process.
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Table 2 Overview of the main predicates used to formalise the upward refinement process in ASP
Predicates modeling EL++ concepts

Description

dConcept(C )

A reference to a domain knowledge concept C

concept(A)

A concept A

subConcept(A, B)

A concept B subsumes A

role(r)

A role r

subRole(r, s)

A role r subsumes s

hasConjunct(C , ex, A, t)

A concept A is an expression ex in

hasRoleEx(C , roleEx, r, depth, A, t)

A concept A fills the role r in a role expression

C at step t

roleEx with depth depth in C at step t
Predicates modeling the refinement

Description

notEqual(C1 , C2 , t)

The domain concepts C1 , C2 are not equivalent

conjunctNotEq(C1 , C2 , A, t)

The concept A is not equivalent in C1 and C2

at step t
at step t
hasRoleExNotEq(C1 , C2 , C, t)

A conjunct C is not equivalent in the C1 , C2
at step t

roleInExpressionNotEq(C1 , C2 , C, r, t)

A role r in a conjunct C is not equivalent

app(a, C , t)

A refinement step a is applicable in C at step t

in C1 , C2 at step t
poss(a, C , t)

A refinement step a is possible in C at step t

exec(a, C , t)

A refinement step a is executed in C at step t

The predicates in the top table are used to model EL++ concepts, whereas predicates in the table below are
used to model the refinement operators

5.1 Modeling EL++ concepts in ASP
For each concept name A ∈ NC in Tbk , we state the fact:
concept (A)

(6)

For each role r ∈ NR in Tbk with domain(r)  C and range(r)  D, we state the facts:
role(r)

(7a)

domain(r, C)

(7b)

range(r, D)

(7c)

For each inclusion axiom A  B ∈ Tbk and A, B are atomic concepts, we state the fact:
subConcept (A, B)

(8)

Similarly, for each role inclusion axiom r  s ∈ Tbk , we state the fact:
subRole(r, s)

(9)
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For each inclusion axiom A  C ∈ Tbk in which A is an atomic concept and C is a complex
concept, we call C the concept definition of A and denote it as C within the following facts:
concept (C )

(10a)

subConcept (A, C )

(10b)

Then, C is translated to ASP facts by means of the following function:
toASP(C , ex(k) , C

D, depth) = {hasConjunct(C , ex(k) , subEx(k+1) ),

(11a)

hasConjunct(C , ex(k) , subEx(k+2) )}
∪ {toASP(C , subEx(k+1) , C, depth)}
∪ {toASP(C , subEx(k+2) , D, depth)}
toASP(C , ex(k) , , depth) = {hasConjunct(C , ex(k) , T hing)}
toASP(C , ex(k) , B, depth) = {hasConjunct(C , ex(k) , B)}
toASP(C , ex(k) , ∃r.B, depth) = {hasConjunct(C , ex(k) , roleEx(k) ),

(11b)
(11c)
(11d)

hasRoleEx(C , roleEx(k) , depth, r, B)}
toASP(C , ex(k) , ∃r.C, depth) = {hasConjunct(C , ex(k) , roleEx(k) ),

(11e)

hasRoleEx(C , roleEx(k) , depth, r, subEx(k+1) )}
∪ {toASP(C , subEx(k+1) , C, depth + 1)}
toASP models a complex concept description as a set of hasConjunct/3 and

hasRoleEx/5 predicates that are generated by recursively traversing its structure. ex(k)
and roleEx(k) are atoms that are dynamically generated during the translation; k is a
counter that let the predicates be identifiable in a unique way, and depth is used to
count the depth of a role r. A conjunction in a concept description is modeled by
means of hasConjunct/3 predicates. For instance, if C = C D, then the predicates
hasConjunct(C , ex(1) , subEx(2) ) and hasConjunct(C , ex(1) , subEx(3) ) model the conjunction. Equation (11a). The translation of C and D is done through the recursive calls
toASP(C , subEx(2) , C, 1) and toASP(C , subEx(3) , D, 1) respectively. Role expressions are
modeled by means of hasConjunct/3 and hasRoleEx/5 predicates. For instance, if D =
∃r.B, then the role expression ∃r.B is modeled by the predicates hasConjunct(C , subEx(3) ,
roleEx(3) ) and hasRoleEx(C , roleEx(3) , 1, r, B). The former predicate states that the
expression subEx(3) —referring to D—has a role expression roleEx(3) . The latter predicate
models that, in the complex concept C , the expression roleEx(3) has a concept B filling the
role r, and that the depth of r is 1 (11d). Cases (11b)–(11c)–(11e) can be explained in a
similar way.
While the background knowledge is static, the domain knowledge changes. To this end,
we need to keep track of the generalisations applied to each domain concept. This is done
by modeling a concept in the domain knowledge by means of the predicates hasConjunct
and hasRoleEx with an extra atom, t, that is a step-counter representing the number of
modifications made to the concept.
For each axiom A ≡ C ∈ Tdk , in which A is a concept in the domain knowledge and C
is its definition, we denote it by C and we add the following fact:
dConcept (C )

(12)

Then, C is translated to ASP in the following way:
1.

C is rewritten to C  by using all the axiom definitions in the background knowledge;
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2.

C  is translated to ASP by means of the function toASP with the only difference that the
predicates hasConjunct and hasRoleEx have an extra atom t, equal to 0.
To exemplify the translation process, we provide the following example.

Example 6 Let us consider the TBox and the domain concept EditDocument in Section 3.
The background knowledge is translated to the following ASP facts:
Sign  Thing

Document  Sign

...
domain(isAboveIn)  Sign
range(isAboveIn)  Sign
...
isAboveIn  isInSpatialRelation

...

concept (Sign).
concept (T hing).
subConcept (Document, T hing).
concept (Document).
subConcept (Document, Sign).
...
role(isAboveI n).
domain(isAboveI n, Sign).
range(isAboveI n, Sign).
...
subRole(isAboveI n, isI nSpatialRelation).
...

By (6)
By (8)
By (6)
By (8)
By (7a)
By (7b)
By (7c)
By (9)

The concept EditDocument is translated to the following ASP facts:
Pen ∃isRightIn.Document
(Sign ∃hasMeaning.Edit)

∃isRightIn.(Sign

∃hasMeaning.Doc)

dConcept (EditDocument).
hasConj unct (EditDocument, ex(1) , subEx(2) , 0).
hasConj unct (EditDocument, ex(1) , subEx(3) , 0).
hasConj unct (EditDocument, subEx(2) , subEx(3) , 0).
hasConj unct (EditDocument, subEx(2) , subEx(4) , 0).
hasConj unct (EditDocument, subEx(3) , Sign, 0).
hasConj unct (EditDocument, subEx(4) , roleEx(4) , 0).
hasRoleEx(EditDocument, roleEx(4) , 1, hasMeaning, Edit, 0).
hasConj unct (EditDocument, subEx(3) , roleEx(3) , 0).
hasRoleEx(EditDocument, roleEx(3) , 1, isRightOn, subEx(6) , 0).
hasConj unct (EditDocument, subEx(4) , subEx(5) , 0).
hasConj unct (EditDocument, subEx(4) , subEx(6) , 0).
hasConj unct (EditDocument, subEx(5) , Sign, 0).
hasConj unct (EditDocument, subEx(6) , roleEx(6) , 0).
hasRoleEx(EditDocument, roleEx(6) , 1, hasMeaning, Doc, 0).

By (12)
By (11a)
By (11a)
By (11a)
By (11a)
By (11c)
By (11d)
By (11d)
By (11e)
By (11e)
By (11a)
By (11a)
By (11c)
By (11d)
By (11d)

Besides, we model the concept  as the fact concept(Thing), and for each concept
name A ∈ NC , which is not already subsumed by other concept names, we add a fact
subConcept(A, Thing). We check for (in)equality of domain concepts C1 and C2 by a predicate notEqual(C1 , C2 , t). The predicate is true whenever conjuncts, role expressions and
roles are not equal in C1 and C2 .
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5.2 Formalising upward refinement in ASP
We consider each step of the refinement operator in Definition 7 as an operator type by
itself. We consider five types of generalisation that can be applied to a concept in the domain
knowledge at each step:
1. The generalisation of an atomic concept, and we denote it as γA ;
2. The generalisation of a concept filling the range of a role up to a role depth k (γC );
3. The generalisation of a role (γr );
4. The removal of a role, and we denote it as γr − ;
5. The removal of a concept, and we denote it as γC − .
We treat each upward refinement operator type as an action. To this end, we model each
operator type via a precondition rule, an inertia rule, and an effect rule. Preconditions are
modelled with a predicate app/3 that states when an operator type is applicable. Inertia
is modelled with different non-inertial predicates that state when an element in a domain
concept remains unchanged after the execution of a refinement operator type. Effect rules
model how a refinement operator type changes a concept in the domain knowledge. We
represent the execution of an upward refinement operator type with an atom exec(γx , C , t).
This atom denotes that a generalisation operator type γx ∈ {γA , γC , γr , γr − , γC − } is applied
to C at step t.

Upward refinement of atomic concepts A fact app(genConcept (Ex, A, B), C , t)
denotes the applicability of the generalisation of a concept A to a concept B in a conjunct
Ex of C at step t using γA :
app(genConcept (Ex, A, B), C1 , t) ←

(13)

hasConjunct(C1 , Ex, A, t),
subConcept(A, B),
not hasRoleEx(C1 , A, , , , t),
not hasConjunct(C1 , A, , t),
conjunctNotEq(C1 , C2 , A, t),
not exec(genConcept (Ex, A, B), C2 , t), dConcept (C2 )
There are several preconditions for generalising an atomic concept in a conjunct Ex.
First, Ex involves a concept A that has a parent concept B in the subsumption hierarchy defined by the axioms of the TBox. Second, Ex is neither a role expression nor a
complex expression. Third, A is not equivalent in C1 and C2 (conjunctNotEq/4). This latter atom is true when either C1 or C2 does not contain A. Another condition is that A
is not being generalised in C2 , since we want to keep elements that are common in C1
and C2 .
We also need a simple inertia rule for generalising a concept in a conjunct. This is as
follows:
noninertialGenConcept(C , Ex, A, t) ← exec(genConcept(Ex, A, ), C , t),
hasConj unct (C , Ex, A, t)

(14)
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noninertialGenConcept atoms will cause a concept A to remain in a conjunct Ex in C , as
defined via rule (23a).

Upward refinement of range concepts A fact app(genConceptI nRole(Ex, r, A, B),
C , t) denotes the applicability of the generalisation of a concept A to a concept B when A
fills the range of a role r in a role expression RoleEx of C at step t using γC :
app(genConceptI nRole(RoleEx, r, A, B), C1 , t) ←

(15)

hasRoleEx(C1 , RoleEx, Depth, r, A, t),
app(genConcept (RoleEx, A, B), C1 , t),
hasRoleExNotEq(C1 , C2 , RoleEx, t), Depth ≤ k,
not exec(genConceptI nRole(RoleEx, , , ), C2 , t), dConcept (C2 )
The preconditions for generalising a concept filling the role of a role expression RoleEx
are similar to the case of the upward refinement of an atomic concept: RoleEx involves
a concept A that is generalisable, the role expression is not equivalent in C1 and C2
(hasRoleExNotEq/4), and the concept to be generalised must not be under generalisation
in C2 . Please note how the maximum role depth of a concept k controls the applicability of
this rule.
The inertia rule for generalising a concept that fills the range of a role in C is:
noninertialGenConceptInRole(C , RoleEx, r, A, t) ←

(16)

exec(genConceptInRole(RoleEx, r, A, ), C , t),
hasRoleEx(C , RoleEx, , r, A, t)
noninertialGenConceptInRole atoms will cause a concept A to remain in the range of a role
as defined via rule (23b).

Upward refinement of roles A fact app(genRole(RoleEx, r, s), C , t) denotes the applicability of the generalisation of a role r to a role s in a role expression RoleEx of C at step
t using γr :
app(genRole(RoleEx, r, s), C1 , t) ←

(17)

hasConjunct(C1 , Ex, RoleEx, t),
hasRoleEx(C1 , RoleEx, , r, A, t),
subRole(r, s),
roleInExpressionNotEq(C1 , C2 , RoleEx, r, t),
not exec(genRole(RoleEx, r, ), C2 , t), dConcept (C2 )
The main precondition for generalising a role r contained in a role expression RoleEx is
that r has a parent role s in the subsumption hierarchy defined by the axioms of the TBox.
Other preconditions are that the role expression RoleEx is not equivalent in C1 and C2
(roleInExpressionNotEq/4) and is not being generalised in C2 .
The inertia rule for generalising a role in a role expression is:
noninertialGenRole(C , RoleEx, r, t) ← exec(genRole(RoleEx, r, ), C , t), (18)
hasRoleEx(C , RoleEx, , r, A, t)
noninertialGenRole atoms will cause a role r to remain in a role expression RoleEx in C ,
as defined via rule (23b).
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Removal of a role A fact app(rmRole(RoleEx, r, A), C , t) denotes the applicability of the
removal of a role r from a role expression RoleEx of C at step t using γr − :
app(rmRole(RoleEx, r, A), C1 , t) ←

(19)

hasConjunct(C1 , Ex, RoleEx, t),
hasRoleEx(C1 , RoleEx, , r, A, t),
not app(genRole(RoleEx, r, s), C1 , t),
not app(genConceptI nRole(RoleEx, r, A, ), C1 , t),
hasRoleExNotEq(C1 , C2 , RoleEx, t),
not exec(rmRole(RoleEx, r, ), C2 , t), dConcept (C2 )
Essentially, a role r is removable from a role expression RoleEx when neither itself nor
the concept filling its range are generalisable. This is captured by the negated-by-failure
predicates app/3. Other preconditions are that the role expression RoleEx is not equivalent
in C1 and C2 (hasRoleExNotEq/4) and is not being removed from C2 .
The inertia rule for removing a role in a role expression is:
noninertialRmRole(C , Ex, RoleEx, r, A, t) ← exec(rmRole(RoleEx, r, A), C , t),(20)
hasConj unct (C , Ex, RoleEx, t),
hasRoleEx(C , RoleEx, , r, A, t)
noninertialRmRole atoms will cause a role r to remain in a role expression in C , as defined
via rules (23a–23b).

Removal of a concept A fact app(rmConcept(C, A), C , t) denotes the applicability of the
removal of a concept A from a conjunct Ex of C at step t using γC − :
app(rmConcept (Ex, A), C1 , t) ←

(21)

hasConjunct(C1 , Ex, A, t),
not app(genConcept (Ex, A, ), C1 , t),
conjunctNotEq(C1 , C2 , A, t),
not exec(rmConcept (Ex, A), C2 , t), dConcept (C2 )
Essentially, a concept A is removable from a conjunct Ex when is not generalisable.
This is captured by the negated-by-failure predicates app/3. Other preconditions are that
the conjunct from where the concept will be removed is not equivalent in C1 and C2
(conjunctNotEq/4) and A is not being removed from C2 .
The inertia rule for removing a concept is:
noninertialRmConcept(C , Ex, A, t) ← exec(rmConcept(Ex, A), C , t),

(22)

hasConj unct (C , Ex, A, t)
noninertialRmConcept atoms will cause a concept A to remain in a conjunct Ex in C , as
defined via rule (23a).
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Inertia The following rules state which concepts remain unchanged when they are
inertial.
hasConjunct(C , C, A, t + 1) ← hasConjunct(C , C, A, t),

(23a)

not noninertialGenConcept(C , C, A, t),
not noninertialRmRole(C , C, A, , , t),
not noninertialRmConcept(C , C, A, t)
hasRoleEx(C , C, r, Depth, A, t + 1) ←

(23b)

hasRoleEx(C , C, r, Depth, A, t),
not noninertialGenConceptInRole(C , C, r, A, t),
not noninertialGenRole(C , C, r, A, t),
not noninertialRmRole(C , , C, r, A, t)

Effects Effect rules model how the knowledge changes when a concepts is generalised.
The rule below shows an example of the effects of the generalisation of an atomic concept.
Other two effect rules model the changes in the case of the generalisation of a role and of a
concept in the range of a role.
hasConjunct(C , C, B, t + 1) ←

(24)

hasConjunct(C , C, A, t),
exec(genConcept (C, A, B), C , t)
Additional rules handle the case in which the generalisation adds facts that model concept
definitions (11a–11e). In such a case, the number of roles Depth can be increased. To this
end, the precondition Depth ≤ k in (15) prevents the applicability of further generalisations
of a concept filling the range of a role when Depth reaches k, the maximum number of
nested roles allowed.

Checking the equivalence between generalisations As seen in the previous section, the
upward refinement operator γ is proper when those generalisations, which are equivalent
to the concept being generalised, are discarded (see (5)). To this end, during the generic
space search, we discard these generalisations. The clingo solver allows one to interleave
the solving capabilities of ASP with a procedural language such as Python. This allowed
us to check the equivalence between two generalisations in an external Python function and
return the result to the ASP program. The rule below shows an example of how an external
function isGenEq can be called from our ASP program.
poss(genConcept (Ex, A, B), C1 , t) ←

(25)

app(genConcept (Ex, A, B), C1 , t),
EQ = 1, EQ = @isGenEq(‘genConcept  , C , Ex, , A, B, t)
The isGenEq function internally does two things. First, it builds the concept description C based on the current generalisation. Since the incremental ASP solving process is
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controlled by a Python script, the Python function contains all the generalisations of a concept. Second, it checks whether the generalisation at step t is equivalent to the generalisation
at step t − 1. This is done by means of the jcel reasoner [39].8 We test the equivalence
between the current and the previous generalisation by checking the corresponding subsumptions. If the two generalisations are equivalent, then the function returns 1. In this case,
the applicability of a generalisation operation is disabled by preventing the instantiation of
the corresponding poss/3 predicate.

5.3 Upward refinement search
We use ASP for finding a generic space and the generalised versions of the concepts in
the domain knowledge of an EL++ TBox T , which can lead to a blend. This is done by
successively generalising the concepts in the domain knowledge by means of the upward
operator steps we described in the previous subsection.
Given a concept description C in an EL++ TBox T , the repetitive application of the
generalisation operator types is a refinement path.
Definition 12 Let C be a domain concept in an EL++ TBox T , let {γx1 , . . . , γxn } be the
set of generalisation steps for C , 0 = t1 < · · · < tn = n be refinement steps and γx ∈
{γA , γC , γr , γr − , γC − } . The set of atoms S = {exec(γx1 , C , t1 ), · · · , exec(γxn , C , tn )} is
a refinement path of C . A refinement path of C leads to the generalised concept C n =
γxn (· · · γx2 (γx1 (C ))). We write C j (1 ≤ j ≤ n) to denote the concept C after j generalisation
steps.
Refinement paths are generated by means of a choice rule, that allows one or zero refinement operators per C at each step t. The only generalisations that are executed are those
whose preconditions are satisfied. Refinement paths lead from the domain concepts to a
generic space. A generic space is reached, if the generalised domain concepts are equal. A
constraint ensures that the generic space is reached in all stable models. The ASP program
generates one stable model for each combination of generalisation paths that lead to the
generic space.
We should note at this point that the ASP implementation is sound and complete w.r.t.
the upward refinement operator γ  . So, given two EL++ concepts C1 and C2 , each stable
model of the logic program P —encoding the generic space search and the two concepts—
contains the refinement paths S1 and S2 through which C1 and C2 can be generalised to a
concept G that is a generic space according to Definition 9. Proving this result can be done
by induction over the structure of toASP and P , similar to the proof in [20, Appendix B]. On
the other hand, if two concepts have a generic space G by applying γ  , this generic space
is found by P , thus, the implementation is complete. However, the ASP implementation
is neither sound nor complete w.r.t. the EL++ semantics (T ) since the operator is not
complete (Theorem 1).

8 The jcel is a modular rule-based reasoner for description logics of the EL family implemented in Java. It
uses a rule-based completion algorithm in which a set of completion rules are successively applied to saturate
data structures that are used to model EL axioms. The algorithm is based on the CEL’s algorithm [5] but
is generalised with a change propagation approach. It implements reasoning tasks such as classification,
consistency, satisfability, and entailment. The main advantage of the jcel reasoner is that these tasks are
computable in polynomial time.’
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Example 7 Let us consider the SearchHardDisk and EditDocument concepts in Example 1 representing icons in the domain knowledge of the ComputerIcon ontology. Their
refinement paths are:
SSearchHardDisk = {exec(genConceptInRole(roleEx(6) , hasMeaning, H ardDrive,
Obj ectT ype), SearchHardDisk, 0),
exec(genRole(roleEx(3) , isAboveI n, isI nSpatialRelation, subEx(4) ),
SearchHardDisk, 1),
exec(genConceptInRole(roleEx(4) , hasMeaning, Search, Action),
SearchHardDisk, 2)}
SEditDocument = {exec(genConceptI nRole(roleEx(4) , hasMeaning, Edit, Action),
EditDocument, 0),
exec(genRole(roleEx(3) , isAboveI nRight, isI nSpatialRelation, subEx(4) ),
EditDocument, 1),
exec(genConceptInRole(roleEx(6) , hasMeaning, Doc, Obj ectT ype),
EditDocument, 2)}
The refinement paths are parsed in order to translate the ASP encoding back to EL++ and
apply the corresponding generalisation operators. The application of the refinement paths
to the input concepts lead to the generalised concepts and to their a generic space. It is easy
to check that this corresponds to the generic space in Example 3.
The output the generalisation search is then passed to a blending algorithm in order to
create and evaluate EL++ blended concepts, as described next.

6 Blending EL++ concepts
Conceptual blending by Fauconnier and Turner [25] is a cognitive theory that explains
human creativity. According to this theory, humans create through a mental process that
takes different mental spaces as input and combines them into a new mental space, called a
blend. A blend is constructed by taking the commonalities among the input mental spaces
into account, to form a so-called generic space, and by projecting the non-common structure of the input spaces in a selective way to the novel blended space. Since this theory
focuses on the cognitive aspects of human creation, it is not a computational framework. It
needs to be re-interpreted in a computational way, when one wants to use it in computational
creativity.
In working towards this objective, we have characterised mental spaces in terms of
EL++ concept descriptions and we have devised a generalisation algorithm to find the
generic space between EL++ concepts. In this section, we provide an algorithm to find
EL++ blended concepts. From a cognitive point view, conceptual blending involves the
following aspects:
1.
2.

blend generation: it takes the generic space of two input spaces into account and
combines their non-common structure in a selective way to a novel blended space;
blend completion: it constructs the emergent structure of a blend —a structure that is not
directly copied from the inputs— by taking some background knowledge into account;
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Algorithm 1 Conceptual blending of EL++ concepts
⎧
An EL++ TBox T
⎪
⎪
⎨
Two domain concepts C1 and C2
Input:
A consequence requirement CR
⎪
⎪
⎩
A maximum role depth k
Output: A ranked list of blended concepts B
{C1 , C2  denotes a set of generalisations for C1 and C2 that lead to a generic space.}
1. for all C1 , C2  ← generalise(C1 , C2 , k) do
2. for C1 ∈ C1 do
3.
for C2 ∈ C2 do
4.
Cam ← MGS(C1 , C2 )
5.
if Cam ∈ B and{T ∪ Cam } entails CR then
 ← completion(C )
6.
Cam
am
 , compactness(C  ), B )
7.
rankBlend(Cam
am
8.
end if
9.
end for
10. end for
11. end for
12. return B
3.

blend evaluation: it assesses the quality of a blend by means of certain optimality
principles.

Our algorithm for blending EL++ concepts (Algorithm 1) implements these aspects as
three phases, and re-interprets them in order to provide a computational account for conceptual blending. The implementation of the conceptual blending algorithm is available at:
https://bitbucket.org/rconfalonieri/ontolp-implementation.
The blend generation is implemented according to the definition of an amalgam (Definition 4). To this end, first, a generic space is found by means of the ASP-based generalisation
process described in the previous section. The method generalise finds different refinement
paths of two (domain) EL++ concepts that lead to a generic space (Line 1). Then, a blend
is created by computing the most general specialisation (MGS) of a pair of generalised
concepts (Line 4). The MGS of two EL++ concepts corresponds to their conjunction.
Due to this combinational way of generating the blends, some of them might have already
been found using some previous refinement paths, and they are simply not considered. Some
other blends, on the other hand, may be not interesting. For instance, they might not have
certain desirable properties.
In the algorithm, blend evaluation consists of two parts: a logical check and a
heuristic function (Line 5 and 7).9 The logical check discards those blends that do
not satisfy certain properties. Desirable properties are modeled as an ontology consequence requirement CR that is given as input to the algorithm. For instance, a consequence requirement can ask that a blend should contain certain concepts and roles.
For our purposes, it can require that a blended concepts contains a sign with meaning

9 Blend

evaluation is an open research topic in conceptual blending and it can be accomplished in different
ways. For instance, evaluation could be achieved through an argumentative dialogue, in which users engage
in order to decide which blend to keep and which one to discard. We refer the interested reader to [15] where
a discussion about the use of Lakatosian reasoning to evaluate conceptual blends is presented.
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search above a sign with meaning document, which can be modeled in EL++ as
Sign ∃hasMeaning.Search ∃isAboveIn.Sign ∃hasMeaning.Doc, To verify whether a
consequence requirement is satisfied or not, the algorithm makes use of the jcel reasoner.
Consequence satisfaction is achieved by checking whether the ontology in the TBox T and
the new blended concept entail the consequence requirement (Line 5).10
Then, those blends that satisfy the consequence requirement are completed. In conceptual blending, completion refers to the “background knowledge that one brings into a blend”
[25]. Clearly, in a computational setting, there can be different interpretations of what
background knowledge stands for. In our implementation, we interpreted it as structural
properties that a blend should have. In blending computer icons, we expect new blended
icon concepts to be defined by one spatial relation between signs in which each sign has
only one meaning relation.11 To this end, completion is an operation that transforms the
structure of a blend by taking this background knowledge into account. In particular, completion consists of a set of transformation rules that aggregate roles and concepts by taking
the axioms in the TBox into account.
To implement completion, we specified a simple rewriting system using Maude [12],
a system that supports rewriting logic specification and programming. The transformation
rules that we used for completing a blend are:
A
∃r.C

B is transformed to A if A T B

∃s.C is transformed to ∃r.(C

D) if r T s

(26a)
(26b)

Besides, we make use of concept definitions—equivalence axioms in the TBox—to rewrite
a blend into a shorter equivalent form. It is worthy to notice that whilst this last rewriting preserves concept equivalence—therefore, it can be considered a simple instance of
DL rewriting [3]—the above rules do not. Indeed, the rule in (26b) is not invariant
w.r.t. EL++ semantics, since it transforms a concept into a more specific one. Blends are
completed before a heuristic function is applied (Line 6).
To decide which blends are better than others, the algorithm ranks them by means of a
heuristic function (Line 7). The compactness heuristic counts the number of concepts and
roles used in the definition of a blend B:
1
compactness(B) =
(27)
conceptsN r(B) + rolesN r(B)
The algorithm considers as best blends those that have a higher compactness value. This
heuristic can be considered as a computational interpretation of some of the optimality
principles proposed by Fauconnier and Turner [25]. The integration principle, for instance,
states that “a blend must constitute a tightly integrated scene that can be manipulated as a
unit”. The compactness of a blend captures the idea behind this principle in the sense that
minimises the number of concepts and roles that are used to define a blend.
Example 8 Let us consider C1 = SearchHardDisk, C2 = EditDocument, G in Example 3 and the generalisation steps in PSearchHardDisk and in PEditDocument of Example 7.

10 Consequence

satisfaction can be checked by means of the ‘entailment’ option of the jcel reasoner
as: java-jar jcel.jar entailment ontology.owl--conclusion=conclusion.owl,
where ontology.owl is the ontology extended with the definition of a new blended concept Blend and
conclusion.owl contains an axiom of the form Blend  CR.
constraint is not expressable in EL++ . We re-interpreted it as the background knowledge used to
complete blended concepts.

11 This
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Given a consequence requirement expressing that a blended concept should contain a
sign with meaning search above a sign with meaning document, modeled in EL++ as
Sign ∃hasMeaning.Search ∃isAboveIn.Sign ∃hasMeaning.Doc, and the maximum
role depth k = 2, the algorithm returns the following ranked blends:12
Blend

Compactness

MGS(C11 , C22 )
MGS(C1 , C21 )
MGS(C1 , C22 )
MGS(C11 , C21 )
MGS(C1 , C2 )
MGS(C11 , C2 )

0,33
0,2
0,16
0,14
0,13
0,1

Each blend is obtained by combining different generalisations of the input concepts C1 and
C2 . The concepts C11 and C22 correspond to the generalised concepts ‘GenConcept1’ and
‘GenConcept2’ in Fig. 3 respectively. They are obtained by applying the generalisations
steps from Example 7. C11 is obtained from C1 in one generalisation step by generalising
the concept HardDrive (filling the role hasMeaning) to ObjectType. C22 is obtained from C2
in two generalisation steps by generalising the concept Edit (filling the role hasMeaning)
to Action and the role isAboveRightIn to isInSpatialRelation. MGS(C11 , C22 ) is completed
and elaborated into MagnifyingGlass isAbove.Document and its compactness value is 0,33.
MGS(C11 , C22 ) is the best blend found by the algorithm. Other valid but less ranked blends
are obtained by other combinations of generalised concepts.

7 Related work
Conceptual blending in EL++ as described in this paper is a special case of the amalgambased concept blending model described in [10], and implemented for CASL theories in
[23] in order to invent cadences and chord progressions. This model has also been used to
study the role of blending in mathematical invention [11]. This concept blending model,
as the one presented here, is based on the notion of amalgam defined over a space of generalisations [40]. The space of generalisations is defined by refinement operators, that can
be specialisation operators or generalisation operators, notions developed by the Inductive
Logic Programming (ILP) community for inductive learning. These notions can be specified in any language where refinement operators define a generalisation space like ILP [48],
description logics [43], or order-sorted feature terms [41].
Several approaches for generalising ontology concepts in the EL family exist in the DL
and ILP literature.
On the one hand, in DL approaches, the LGG is defined in terms of a non-standard reasoning task over a TBox [1, 2, 6, 47, 49]. Generally speaking, since the LGG w.r.t. general
TBoxes in the EL family does usually not exist, these approaches propose several solutions
for computing it. For instance, Baader [1, 2] devises the exact conditions for the existence of
the LGG for cyclic EL-TBoxes based on graph-theoretic generalisations. Baader et al. [6]
j

12 Recalling Definition 12, in the table, C stands for ‘j generalisations have been applied to the concept i’.
i
When j is omitted, Ci denotes the input concept i with no generalisations.
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propose an algorithm for computing good LGGs w.r.t. a background terminology. Turhan
and Zarrieß [47, 49] specify the conditions for the existence of the LGG for general ELand EL+ -TBoxes based on canonical models. As already commented in the introduction,
our work relates to these approaches, but it is different in spirit, since we do not need to find
the LGG between (two) EL++ concepts for the kind of application we are developing.
Our work also relates to the problem of concept unification in EL [4]. However, we do
not focus on finding the substitutions needed to make two EL++ concepts equivalent, but
rather than on generalising them by taking the axioms in the TBox into account.
An approach in DL that does use refinement operators is [43], where the language chosen
for representing the generalisation space is that of DL Conjunctive Queries. Here LGG
between two inputs, translated to conjunctive queries, can be determined by searching over
the generalisation space using downward specialisation operators.
On the other hand, studying the LGG in terms of generalisation and specialisation refinement operators has been used for order-sorted feature terms and Horn clauses in ILP.
Anti-unification (or LGG) in order-sorted feature terms was studied in [41], which was conducive to later develop the notion of amalgam [40]. The notion of refinement operator, that
originated in ILP, has been more studied in the space of Horn clauses [48], but LGG in
particular has not been a topic intensively pursued in the context of inductive learning in
ILP.
Finally, other approaches that combine ASP for reasoning over DL ontologies worthy to
be mentioned are [18, 42, 45].

8 Conclusion and future works
In this paper, we defined an upward refinement operator for generalising EL++ concepts for
conceptual blending. The operator works by recursively traversing their descriptions. We
discussed the properties of the refinement operator. We showed that the operator is locally
finite, proper, but it is not complete (Propositions 2-3 and Theorem 1). We claimed, however,
that completeness is not an essential property for our needs, since being able to find a generic
space between two EL++ concepts, although not a LGG, is already a sufficient condition
for conceptual blending.
We presented an implementation of the refinement operator in ASP. We showed how to
model the description of EL++ concepts in ASP and to implement a search process for generalising the domain knowledge of an EL++ TBox. The stable models of the ASP program
contain the generalisation steps needed to be applied in order to generalise two EL++ concepts until a generic space is reached. We embedded the ASP-based search process in an
amalgamation process to implement an algorithm for conceptual blending. The algorithm
creates new EL++ concepts by combining pairs of generalised EL++ concepts. The blends
are logically evaluated and ranked by means of ontological consequence requirements and
a heuristical function respectively. We exemplified our approach in the domain of computer
icon design.
We envision some directions of future research. We aim at employing a richer DL,
such as SROIQ [31] (the DL underlying the Web Ontology Language OWL 213 ), in
our conceptual blending framework. This will allow us to capture more complex concept descriptions and consequence requirements. By doing this, however, we will have to

13 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/,
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sacrifice efficiency, since the reasoning tasks in this logic are computational more expensive than in EL++ . A possible way to find a tradeoff between expressivity and efficiency
is to employ a richer DL only in one of the phases of our blending algorithm, e.g., either
in the generation or in the evaluation phase. For instance, SROIQ could be employed
in the generation phase (to this end, we will need to extend the generalisation operator),
while the blend evaluation could be realised through argumentation [15]. On the contrary,
we can keep EL++ in the generation phase and use SROIQ in the evaluation. These
options are perfectly justifiable from the conceptual blending point of view, since the blend
generation and evaluation are separate processes that can use different languages and techniques. This is also what usually happens in data mining approaches to computational
creativity [46].
Another extension of the framework that we wish to explore is the blending of entire
ontologies rather than just single concepts. Blending ontologies has already been explored
in an ontological blending framework [30, 33], where blends are computed as colimits of
algebraic specifications. In this framework, the blending process is not characterised in
terms of amalgams, nor are input concepts generalised syntactically. Rather, the generic
space is assumed to be given and mapped to the input ontologies via theory interpretations.
Therefore, the results of this paper can be extended and directly applied to this framework
as a computational solution to creating generic spaces.
We consider the work of this paper to be a fundamental step towards the challenging task
of defining and implementing a computational framework for concept invention that uses
DLs as its formal underpinning language.
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